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About This Game

SHOW MUST GO ON is an easy to play rhythm VR game that will give you a lot of fun!

Jump onto the stage and make your music show.
Wake up the dancers and let them feel the rhythm with you.

Fill the stage with colors and light effects.
All you need to do is to feel the beat.
Hit the drums in time with the music.

Collect consecutive bubbles connected with stars.
Puncture the bubbles.

Do it perfectly and the next dancers will start to dance and the point multiplier will increase.
If you like energetic music, rhythm and drums SHOW MUST GO ON is for you!
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  HOW TO PLAY ?
There are four types of instruments in SHOW MUST GO ON:

  DRUMS
You need to hit the drum in the exact moment the marker passes through the hoop.

  BUBBLES
Puncture the bubbles in the exact moment the whole bubble fills with color.

  SOUND TRACKERS
Grab the bubbles in the exact moment the whole bubble fills with the color.

Collect blue bubbles using the blue wand.
Collect yellow bubbles using the yellow wand.

Also collect the stars. They will give you additional points.
  XYLOPHONE

Hit the key with a stick when the bubble reaches the key and its inside will fill with color.
Blue and green are for upper keys, red and orange are for lower ones.

LIST OF 36 TRACKS
A Beautiful Life [easy]

All Night Rock [very hard]
Evolution [hard]

Himalaya [normal]
Just Feel The Beat [easy]

Legacy [hard]
Lets Rock And Dance [very hard]

Life Is Beautiful [normal]
Accordion [hard]

Brass Ska [very hard]
Polka [normal]

Reggae Ska [easy]
Brazil Samba [very hard]
Electro Swing [normal]

Positive Dubstep [very hard]
Alternative Rock [very easy]

Beat [very easy]
Hard Rock Upbeat [easy]

Hip Hop Dubstep [very easy]
Rocking Country Blues [very easy]

This Is Positive [easy]
Swedish Clubbing [hard]

Swing It [hard]
Orchestra Dubstep [normal]

Funky Dance Pop [hard]
Happy Summer [normal]

Energetic Rock [very hard]
Dance [normal]

Moombahton [normal]
Tropical Summer [normal]

Dubstep [very hard]
Epic Dubstep [very hard]

Emotional Dubstep [very hard]
Office [very hard]

Balkan Ska [very hard]
Balkan Party [very hard]

You can choose what you like
SKA,
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LATINO,
ROCK,
POP,

ELECTRO,
SWING,
SAMBA

DUBSTEP

POINTS
You will get:

  10 points - PERFECT
  5 points - GREAT

  3 points - OK

MULTIPLIERS
There are numbers over the heads of the dancers. These are multiplier points.

When you wake up more and more dancers, the multiplier will start to increase your score according to its number.

ADDITIONAL POINTS
Also collect the stars connecting the bubbles in sound trackers. They will give you some extra points.

You will also receive an extra 250 points when you collect four or more perfects in a row (separately for the right and left hand).
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Title: Show Must Go On
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
NiVision
Publisher:
NiVision
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2300 MB available space

English
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Looking for a relaxing way to pass your after work hours? Thought about getting warm and cozy with the cute anime girls from
the Atelier series and having a fluffy time? If the answer is yes, then you best turn around and walk away from this game right
now.

Nelke and the legendary alchemists is a mixture of town build up, a cluttery production management simulation, and character
centric relationship narrative. And it is merciless.

There are time limits for your current main mission and they are rather tight - if you fail it's game over, if you pass you get the
next mountain to climb put right infront of you. There are also time limits for every type of sub mission. Every turn consists of
two phases: Planning of your workdays activities & building new things, and your free day where you do research, visit people
to build a relationship and go explore the land around you.

During workdays you are faced with a constant lack of resources, you can't produce\/have your companions gather as much
stuff as your alchemists can spend creating items. And your alchemists can't possibly synthesise enough items for all your
merchants to sell. But you need to sell a lot to keep developping. If you run short on products or materials this drops the morale
of your citizens. As soon as you get a few new characters as a supposedly relief force, you instantly put them to work just to
fight against the constant shortage in everything.

During your free day there is a clock divided into 12 segments constantly ticking away and everything you do wastes your time
in the blink of an eye. Oh lord, I visited two people and there are so many more wanting to talk to me and I need their
relationshp to improve so they give me new research options... but I also can't afford to visit anyone else because I need to go
exploring to unlock new materials\/regions or stock up on the ones I already have. During exploring you need to decide wether
you can afford to walk slowly and gather more stuff, or if you are so short on time you have to run to finish the stage and thus
be allowed to purchase the next stage. Saw a butterfly or a treasure spot on the way for one section of the clock? SORRY NO
TIME SIR! Also important: If you achieve your main quest too fast you miss out too many free days to gain relationship in -
wait until you milked the max out of your time.

Anyway, I'm still recommending Nelke despite probably dying from a heart attack before I'm finished with the main story line.
It has the charm of other Atelier games, it is fun in its own twisted masochist ways, the character interactions are amazing, it's
just a breeze of fresh air into a series that was pretty much doing the same thing every time. Basically if there was a neutral
option for recommendations, I'd select that one over a clear yes. But there isn't, and the game is too good for "no", so it's a yes.

tl,dr Should YOU get this game?
Build up simulation fan - yes, but only if you can live with cluttery production and stress
Long time Atelier fan - maybe, if you don't mind completely different gameplay
New to Atelier series RPG fan - no
Visual novel player in for character relations - no
Average joe wanting to try something new - no

. An excellent, challenging at times, puzzler game! I definitely needed help in a few instances, but the "Need Help?"
hint puzzle made me feel like I earned the assistance somewhat ;) Sometimes, the hint would be an Oh, Duh moment
for me.
Most of it I eventually would figure out on my own with a little thought and a bit of patience.

If your only goal is 'finishing' a game then I feel this JOURNEY would be a waste of your time and the waste of a good
game. It truly is about enjoying the journey (and the puzzles of course).
For me, I loved it. Between the variety of challenges, the hidden surprises ;) and the artistic design, it is a pleasure to
immerse yourself into this fun world they have created...I am so glad there is a second one for me to start on!. This
Game has potential, I really like the concept, but it wasn't executed well at all. but, it does have some strong points, so
I'll be doing a Pro's and Con's List.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+This Game has a really good concept, granted, good concepts are only one factor of what makes a good game into a
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good game.

+there aren't that many people that reviewed this game before me, which generally means that this game hasn't been
out for a long time. If this is early access, it's a good start. If this isn't early access, put it into early access.

+The art style is simple, and yet, still feels unique.

****************************************************************************************************
*****************
-This feels like it was meant to be a Puzzle platformer, but the mechanic doesn't work well enough for this to be a
puzzle game.

-The best strategy I could come up with was to randomly place lights over and over again, until I got them in a good
position, light stops when it runs into a barrier, and there are holes that can just take up all of your light.

-Lights placed partially in the walls give of an equal preportion of light, so if you place it entirely in a wall, you just
wasted a light, and you can't pick up your lanterns, so there isn't any way to fix this.

-The ammount of lights you get are insufficient to light enough of the level to actually get through said level.

-The music sounds peaceful, but it repeats and gets really annoying very quickly, especially if you're playing a really
hard level. RageFuel isn't fun.

-You can't see your endpoint, it's the same color as everything else.

****************************************************************************************************
*****************
Summary
________________________________________________________________________________
I could go on, but I'm going to save everyone some time and just cut it down to this, until this game gets a major
revamp and fixes all of these problems above, it's not worth spending your time and money on it. There weren't any
reviews of the game when I bought it, so I have an excuse for my foolishness, but if you read this review, and then you
still buy it, you don't.. Great local multiplayer game that really ramps up the difficulty. It's fantastic when friends are
over and you can get two people involved instead of just one person playing. Even the spectators have a blast yelling
orders and criticizing your skills.. This game is awesome!! One of the best indie games ive played in a long time! An
instent classic!. outstanding!! What a lot of fun!!. omg that was incredible, I just spent hours starting m dream room
and i have so much to do, sitting on my real life bed while at my virtual computer desk was freaking mind blowing, this
is the most special game for anyone excited about moving soon or wanting a house or just wanting to redesign. I
loooooooooove the feel of being in my vr room, seriosuly getting me really excited abut the real life future. Also since I
am a gun guy the scar and the safe was soooooooooooooo perfect thank you! I'm even considering buying a scar so
really man ty!

Dev, please also put in an FNX 45 or a Glock! Please! and put a vive in the game with controlles! lol

This game is well worth the small price!. I bought Creed and it's quite immediately apparent that it simulates hands in
a very different way than Knockout League does. Though I've only put in a first session, it's a lot of fun, and (to my
surprise) sometimes the disconnect between virtual gloves and controllers is actually part of the strategy and fun.

I know I'll be disappointed by the length of career mode. Fingers crossed that the PvP has some legs, and the difficulty
settings on the boxers for free play seems enjoyable as well.

I started on Champion difficulty and it takes a lot of stamina to out-last the boxers. Barely won first match first try,
then lost twice to the second career mode opponent, practiced some of the gym activities and need my first breather
already. :-]
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Feels really good to watch and see if punches connect, I think I've leaned into punches a few times so it's not just more
moving around is good for dodging. Still not 100% on how to trigger slow-mo, I'm guessing it's from a last moment
dodge on the sparkly wind-up punches.

And the advanced locomotion is great, I don't know if it's practical but it feels good to have the option to reposition.

Really makes it feel like being in the ring. Great fun.. why the ♥♥♥♥ did i get a random trading card from this i dont
even have it installed what the ♥♥♥♥
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I don't recommend this game to people with anger issues.... The Inner Darkness is a good but sort horror game, but its story
time.

You play as a guy who wakes up in a weird Forest with a terrible stomach wound and you must find help.

Now what I liked about this game, good puzzles. A creepy atmosphere. Vary platforming.

Now for what I did not like, Price too high especially for a game this sort. No achievements. And lastly could have done better
with a bigger story, especially when you get to the end.

Now I say get this game. But only when it’s on sale.
. A short, but memorable visual novel adventure.

Features a branching story, with choice-and-consquence as the central gameplay mechanic.
The (very basic) base-building and resource management does add welcome variety.

The story has multiple endings and features some difficult moral choices and their consquences.

. Just barely started this, but let me ask you this one question...

Q) How often does someone put EIGHT YEARS of their heart and soul into anything and then offer it for sale for a measly $5?

To any old school RPG fan... this game is a MUST BUY... Pass on this game and you're missing out on a real indie RPG GEM!!

With over 10 hours of content including hundreds of screens and dungeons to explore, tons of quests, and NPCs to talk to.. for
$5.... The VALUE is through the roof here! My value aspect of my scoring is worth 40% of every score I calculate...

VALUE: 40 out of 40 .. 10+ hours of old school indie RPG goodness made from the heart. Easy 40!

FUN: 28 out of 30 - This game isn't just a casual turn based RPG, Oh no.. this is action RPG stuff right here! Love it!

CONTROLS & BUGS - Controls flawlessly and can be played with a keyboard and mouse OR a controller. This game even
allows you to customize your keys to whatever you desire. EASY 20 out of 20 here.

GRAPHICS & SOUND - For the type of game that this is, the graphics and sound are top notch. 10 out of 10

MY FIRST IMPRESSIONS SCORE: 98% And with only 9 Zaxtor's Indie Gold selections so far in 2019 (Out of about 80
games reviewed).. this game seems the PERFECT ZAXTOR'S INDIE GOLD to make #10 this year!

A 98% and a helluva bargain for the amount of work and heart this developer put into this little gem! This game deserves to be a
top seller on Steam and help this developer buy a new house.. or at least a new car. No kidding! Please give it a try and when
you love it.. as you definitely will.. be sure you tell ALL your friends about it too!

To the developer... A sincere "thank you" for offering eight years of your work and heart here a five dollar bill. What a steal!
..I only wish more indie developers.. and more importantly.. I only wish ANY triple A game company were more like YOU!

Not only is this game "Highly Recommended", this game is a "MUST BUY" to any and every RPG fan out there!. A caveat: I
played the game an hour after release, this review is the day after. Supposedly bug fixes are being done on the game, my
opinions may change if the game is fixed.

An excellent game in many regards, but the version has new netplay that replaced the old. For many, playing online is
unplayable - even when the previous version (non steam ver which I've played hundreds of hours of) worked fine with these
players. For some, the new netplay works but there are some egregious problems.
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1: someone joining a full lobby can disconnect currently playing people.
2: if you direct IP connect, the game crashes afterwards - forcing you to reboot & reconnect after each match.
3: desyncing is a huge problem, a streamer demonstrated this - he was unable to play vs his friend reliably.
4: i personally (and i'm sure others) often have disconnects near the end of matches. this might be due to desync as well.
5: no spectator mode, making me wonder what the point of having a lobby system is - I am hugely disappointed by this lack of
feature... though it was technically not promised, I just assumed it would be in the game.
6: no way to set delay, the game forces you to play with roll back and 0 delay. Other modern fighting games have options for the
players to choose if they want choppy "teleporting" netplay at times, or a bit of delay + less choppy ness; the steam version does
not. This lack of settings might be the reason people are having problems, though I cannot say for sure.
7: there are people who play the game with a keyboard, some of them are very unhappy with the lack of control options as well
as the changes to keyboard controls from the non-steam ver.

I cannot speak to the translations in story mode because I don't speak/read Japanese, but it's nice to have some kind of
translation.

A real let down that the netplay, in it's current form on release, is so utter garbage for so many people. I will change my opinion
accordingly if it is fixed.. Good game even starting out. Has great potential. Pick up rocks and sticks made an axe, chopped a
tree down and made a fire pit. Mechanics work. I use oculus the wider you swing your arms the faster you move. Ate a
poisonous mushroom. Nice vr survival. Can relate to ark survival havent played the forrest or rust but the build mechanics are
there.. I really liked the previous two games but didn't care much for this one. It feels a lot shorter than the last two parts and
kinda lacking in the content department.
The story is meh, the gameplay is more of the same except just less of it. Feel a lot like a DLC in some ways. It might be worth
it if you are a completionist type who enjoys collecting everything on the map, which I am not.
It's one of those middle of the road games that that I'd recommend IF you liked the previous games AND the game is on sale..
Very immersive experience, really brings you into the story. Good game mechanics. If you like story-based games you would
enjoy this game.
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